CSS CODE GUIDE

USociable Sample CSS Profile
Copy the Sample Profile CSS Code from the USociable Library

What is CSS?
CSS stands for “Cascading Style Sheets”. It is a coding language like HTML that let’s you describe how a webpage looks. It is most
commonly used to apply styles across an entire website instead of putting styles in every page of HTML individually. This way, web
designers can keep the content (written in HTML) separate from document presentation (written in CSS). On USociable, we use CSS to
format and decorate our profiles and pages. Below is sample profile written in CSS which you can paste into the code box of your edit
profile page. Another way to format your page is to use the built in CSS editor. When you choose an option with the CSS editor, USociable adds the right code to your page. However, if you are pasting in code from elsewhere and using the controls as well, you might
get some unpredictable results. If this starts to happen, clear your controls using the clear all button at the bottom of the CSS Editor.

Not all code is created equal...
We have some recommended sources of profile layouts listed on our content pages, but there are far more than we could ever give
recognition to. This means there is a lot of high quality, well produced artwork available to you for free....but it also means there is a lot
of garbage to wade through to get it. Some websites will give you well written and formatted code without ads or extra stuff you don’t
want. Other sites will give you code in big incomprehensible blocks that work poorly or not at all. So choose carefully. The cleaner the
code, the more likely you will be able to understand it and edit it (like swapping out an image URL). If you ever paste in code and it
complete messes up your page, simply remove it and try something else.

Before you get started....
Here are some basic rules for your CSS, and elments you will see time and time again.
What you open you must close
To write CSS, you must first tell the computer what you are writing in, so
all CSS code must begin and end with some style tags. If you open with
a style tag, then you must close it after the code or it won’t work.

Begin with:

<style type=”text/css”>

and End with:

</style>

Colors as numbers
In CSS and HTML, colors are described with a series of numbers and
letters. There is a primitive color picker in the CSS Editor that lets
you select a color and it enters the 6 digit code for you. Most graphic
programs will give you an advanced color picker so you can choose
precise values, store swatches, etc:

The color white:
The color black:

color:#FFFFFF;
color:#000000;

Some code you will see may not have a # but a space instead. This
should also work, but if you find your colors aren’t picking up, you might
want to try a # in the space. Also you can try using this command which
will sometimes give your item priority.

Programmer Notes
Sometimes you may want to have text in your code for notes
and so forth, without it effecting the code. You can comment
out certain text using these symbols. You will see these in the
sample CSS. They have no effect on the code itself and were
put there to help seperate the code into sections.
Begin with:
Example:

/*

and End with:

*/

/* Don’t Show me */

Defining a Style
Between your open and close style tags, you will put code that
defines particular parts of your webpage. You will see these
styles in blocks that begin with

xxxxxxx{

}

Begin with:
and End with:
the xxxxxx’s being whatever object you are defining.
Let’s look at a style for defining the background.

Example:
body {

color:#FFFFFF !important;
}

background-color: 000000;
background-image:url(http://);
background-attachment:fixed;
background-position: center top;
background-repeat:no-repeat;
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USociable Sample CSS Profile
This is a breakdown of the CSS Code of the Sample Profile. To add to your profile or page,
go to the library page, copy the code into your clipboard and paste into the CSS Code box
of your editing pages.

Opening style tag
This is a note from us (commented out)
opens a style for “body” which is the over all page
defines the color
links in an image for the background
how to use the background image (fixed or scroll)
where do you lock the image (top, left, right, etc)
tile the image or display only 1;
defining a global for the interior of tables at the base of
the table structure. This makes them clear.

<style type=”text/css”>
/* Begin Background Image*/
body {

}

background-color: 000000;
background-image:url(http://);
background-attachment:fixed;
background-position: center top;
background-repeat:no-repeat;

table, tr, td {
background-color:transparent;
}

Note

/* End Background Image*/

Note

/* Begin Table Control*/

defines the main lvl of tables that make all your content
boxes. This is where you place table backgrounds.

This is defining the border of those content boxes
border-style:none;

These remaining styles are additional globals that make
all the tables and cells above your content boxes become
transparent. If you wrote your own style for the content
boxes, you will need this code to make the annoying
white and gray boxes go away.

Note

table table table {
background-repeat: repeat;
background-image:url(http://);
background-attachment: fixed;
background-position: center top;
background-color: 000000;
border-color: 222222;
border-style:solid;
border-width:4px;
}
table table table table, table table table td {
border-style:none;
}
table table table td {
vertical-align:top !important;
}
/* End Table Control*/

Note
Defines the “regular” text

Defines the “headline” text

Defines the links text

Defines the rollover state of links text

defines the basics of the contact table

this remaining code hides the default
graphic buttons so your image is the only
thing you see.

what you open you must close

/* Begin Font Control*/
body, div, p, strong, td, .text, .main, .caption, .blacktext10 {
color: #888888;
font-size: 9pt;
font-weight: normal;
font-style: normal;
font-family: trebuchet ms, arial, tahoma, verdana, sans-serif;
}
.orangetext15, .lightbluetext8, .whitetext12, .nametext, .btext, .redtext, .redbtext, .blacktext12 {
color:#FFFFFF;
font-size: 10pt;
font-weight: normal;
font-style: normal;
font-family: trebuchet ms, arial, tahoma, verdana, sans-serif;
}
a, a:link, a:visited, a.navbar, a.navbar:link, a.navbar:visited, a.man,
a.man:link, a.man:visited, a.redlink:active, a.redlink:visited, a.redlink:link,
a.searchlinksmall:link, a.searchlinksmall:visited {
color:#539FF8!important;
font-size:10pt;
font-weight:bold;
font-style:normal;
font-family:trebuchet ms, arial, tahoma, verdana, sans-serif;
text-decoration: none;
}
a:hover, a:active, a.navbar:hover, a.navbar:active, a.man:hover,
a.man:active, a.searchlinksmall:hover, a.searchlinksmall:active,
a.redlink:hover {
color:#333333!Important;
font-size:10pt;
font-weight:bold;
font-style:normal;
font-family:trebuchet ms, arial, tahoma, verdana, sans-serif;
text-decoration: none;
}
.contactTable {
width:485px !important;
height:150px !important;
padding:0px !important;
background-image:url(http://);
background-attachment:scroll;
background-position:left bottom;
background-repeat:no-repeat;
background-color:transparent;
}
.contactTable table, table.contactTable td {
padding:0px !important;
border:0px;
background-color:transparent;
background-image:none;
}
.contactTable a img {
visibility:hidden;
border:0px !important;
}
.contactTable a {
display:block;
height:28px;
width:115px;
}
.contactTable .text {
font-size:1px !important;
}
.contactTable .text, .contactTable a, .contactTable img {
filter:none !important;
}
</style>

